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ECOLOGICAL REVIEW AND MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR RECOVERY OF THE ENDANGERED GILA TOPMINNOW
WL. Minckleyl
AIlSTItACT_-Ecology of the endangered Gila topminnow is reviewed. described, and reconstructed; natural cumlitiOlu ure placed in pen;p~tive with human-altered habitats of today. [n !.he natural St.lt{~ of waring and waning onahimt
siZt: as a function of precipitation puttems and catashuphic events such as severe winter cold, the species in the p&1.
likely underwent dramatic expHnsions illld contTactions in population size and ~cogr!lphic range. lbday, population
expansions arc unlikely hocauso of constraints imposed by human activitie.~, The original patterns of dispersal from refu~
W<l. in "good" tilTles und retreat in "had" times, if they are to occur, must be re-created through human transloc..1.tion.
Ruther, most re[ugia now are de!>1royed or inaccessible to recolonization, so remnant, naturn] populations, along v.'ith
estahlishcd, lomsplantoo stocks of appropriate size and genetic quality, need protection. Populations also must bo cstab~
Iished and Jncaintained in artificial refugia. Last. even if connectL-dness were to be reestablished and refugja provided,
intelv(..~)inS!; hahitat.. harhor introduced piscivores SUell as western mosquitofish that interdict and eat dispersing topmin·
nmvs ru.ld their pr~eI1Y. Elimimltion, exclu~ion, or management against sllch offending species is mandatory to preventtoprninnow extinction and achieve recovery.

GiiG tOflfninrww. Poeciliopsis occidentalis, Colorado River; western NDt1,h America, endangered species,
,naru:lgt.'JIwnt, '-ooovery.
Key uXlr<ls;

At t.he time of its discovery in the mid1800s, the small, Iivebearing Gila topminnow,
Poeciliopsis occidentalis (Baird and Girard),
was Widely distributed below -1600 m elevation in the Gila River basin of Arizona and
New Mexico in the United States, and in northwestern Sonora, Mexico (Hubbs and Miller
1941). It now is extirpated from much of its
range in the United States, persisting naturally in only a fcw isolated springs and stream
segments (Flg. 1), amI is listed as endangered
by the U.S. FIsh and Wildlife Service (USFWS
1994). Although more secure in Mexico (Hendrickson et HI. 1981), both this and the closely
related P. sO'lOriensis (Girard) also are declining there (Campo)'- F. et a!. 1989, Varela-R. et aI.
1992) and are listed (collectively as P. occidentalis) as threatened by the Mexican Secretaria
de Desarrollo Social (SEDESOL 1994). I consider P. sonoriensis a full species (rather than a
subspecies of P. ocddemalis) based on data presented by Quatro et aJ. (1996).
Disappearance of the Gila topminnow is
attrihutable to changes stemming from human
activities. Before the 1800s, livestock grazing
and limber harvest began to alter natural vegetation (Hastings 1963, Hastings and Turner
11~lO\rtmclll

1965, Bahre 1991, 1995) that changed patterns
in runoff, erosion, and sedimentation. Intensive
water development for irrigation commenced
in the 1800s, further altering flow patterns and
discharge volumes of individual streams. Even
with these negative impacts, the species continued to enjoy wide disb-ibulion. In the 1940s
and 1950s, however, introduction and cstab~
lishment of myriad nonnative species began to
change the faunas of whole watersheds by
restructuring aquatic communities (Minckley
1991). A downward spiral toward extinction for
Gila topminnow coincided with the estahlishment and spread of another livebearer, the
western mosqllitofish, Gambusia ajJinis (Baird
and Girard)_
Rauchenberger (1989) elevated G. ajJinis and
G. holbrooki Girard, long treated as subspecies
of G. qffmis, and the nominal G. speciosa Girard
ofTe.xas and northern Mexico all to full species.
Common names of these fishes were changed
by Mayden et a!. (1992) to reflect changed taxonomy to "c-entral" (qffinis, fonnerly "western),
"eastern" (lwlbrook~ formerly "e"stern"), aod
·we.stem" (speciosa). 1 retain "western mosquitonsh" lor affinis on the hasis of comments by
Clark Hubbs (personal communication), who

"r JliolOllY. M;ZllOll Stlile Uni\>Cf"l;ity, Thmpu, AZ 852R7-ISOl.
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Fig. 1. Distribution of all known collection localities for natural populations of Gila topminnows in the Gila River
basin, United States and Mexico, based on museum specimens and literature records. Open cirdes are tor extirpated
populations and dots indicate collection sites between 1987 and 1997; in SOme instances closely adjacent sites arc indicated by a single symbol. Existing populations in the United States (Table 1), with exception of Bylas Springs (indicated
by the numeral 11), arc boxed and shown in detail in Figure .'3. Open triangles surround areas where pupflshcs also were
taken in tilUm past.

pointed out that "the native range for G. a/finis
includes populations west of any G. specwsa,
If a change is to be made, the common names
should be G. holbrooki eastern, G. a:fj'ini$
western, and G, speciosa southern," "Mosquito~
fish," used here for all nonnative Arizona pop~
lllations, refers only to G, affinis, based on the
morphology of 423 specimens (Arizona State
University [ASU] Collection; 29 localities, state..
wide) confirmed as this species by Taun Hoc
Thai (ASU; personal communication).
Western (and/or eastern) mosquitollsh have
been planted worldwide in attempts to conb'ol
pestiferous insects, a practice continuing today
(Courtenay aud Meffe 1989). The aggressive
GambusiB affinis (Myers 1965), comparable in
body size, shape, and ecology to topminnows
and native to south central United States and

northeastern Mexico, was first recorded in
Arizona in 1926 (Miller and Lowe 1967) and
since has spread to occupy much of the region
(I<1g. 2). Featuring strong jaw teeth 'md aggressive, carnivorous feeding behavior, it was soon
indicted (Miller 1961) and then convicted as
an effective topminnow predator (Mincldcy
and Deacon 1968, Schoenherr 1974, 1977,
Meffe 1983a, et seq.). The native livebearer
sometimes disappeared only a few short months
after mosquitofish were detected (Scboenherr
1974, Meffe 1983.).
As usual, there were exceptions, First, some
topminnow populations coexisted for a long
time vrith mosquitofish before disappearing
(Minckley et aJ. 1977), and a few still do
(USFWS 1984, Abarca et aJ. 1994, Weedman
and Young 1997). In faet, other than in 2 springs
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Fi!4. 2. Distrihution of collection localities for nonnutive mosquitotlsh in the Gila River basin, United States and :M6xhen, hased on ASU specimens and literature records.

and a creek where mosquitoHsh have not yet
appeared, all 8 other natural sites where topminnows nO\v remain are either coinhabited
by or directly accessible to mosquitoHsh.
Second, losses of only a small proportion of
translocated-then-extirpated topminnmv reintroductions were attributable to mosquitofish.
Of 175 sites stocked (Weedman and Young
1997), 18 (10.3%) had topminuows that survived 3-20 Yl; and ]57 (89.7%) failed. This rate
of success \vas disappointingly Imv to some
(Simoos et a1. ]989, Hendlickson and Brooks
199]) but seemed reasonable to others (Minekley 1995). It meant that the number of localities
for wild populations had more than doubled
since the eHi:>rt began. At 96 sitos a reason for
topminnow disappearance was apparent (61
succumbed to unknown factors); 57 were desiccated, 27 \vere lust to flooding, 6 to wintcr
cold, and only 1 or 2 eacb to mosquitoflsh,
water quality, dredging, or livestock oveluse.

The surviving, exceptional populations merit
further consideration. Are there subtle factors
just as dangerous as drought, flood, or mosquitofish responsible for topndnnmv extirpation?
Should factors other than mosquitoHsh predation be considered in attempts to conserve
and recover the species? I examined such possihilities by reviewing data for sites where
topminnmvs occurred before and during early
stages of mosquitofish establishment. I then
compared these data \vith features at sites of
long-term topminnow-mosquitofish coexistence
as well as sites where translocated stocks seem
to have established. Coincidence of topminnow localities with elevated winter \vater temperatures was far greater than expected. Thus,
predation might not be the only factor involved
in the Gila topminnov/s demise. The possibility
is examined that distrihution, abundance, and
persistence arc also influenced by temperatures in exceptionally cold winters.
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REVIEW OF GILA TOPMINNOW ECOLOGY

Life-history Features
and Habitats
The Gila topminnow is short lived with high
reproductive potential. Average natural life
span is < 1 yr, and a female hears 5-20 young
at 24- to 28-d intervals (Constantz 1974 et
seq.). The reproductive season varies upward
to 8-9 months from spring through autumn,
and may be year-round (although depressed in
winter) in warm, constant-temperature springs.
Females sometimes superfetate, simultaneously carrying 2 or more cohorts of young, each at
different stages nf embryogeny, which reduces
brood intervals (Schoenherr 1974, 1977, Constantz 1980). A female also can produce multiple broods from a single insemination, perhaps
throughout life (Constantz 1981, 1989). Young
achieve sexual matUlity in warm water in 60
or fewer days (Constantz 1976, 1979).
The Gila topminnow occupies water a few
centimeters deep in slow currents, tending to
concentrate in protected inlets shoreward of
sandbars or debris, or associated with aquatic
or streamside vegetation (Minckley 1973,
Meffe et al. 1983, Forest 1992). It lived originally in a variety of habitats, from shorelines
and slackwaters of rivers to small streams,
springs, and marshes. It endures both intermittency and moderate floods (Meffe et al.
1983, Meffe 1984b), although severe flooding
eliminated some translocated populations
(Collins et al. 1981, Weedman and Young 1997).
The fish is omnivorus, eating mostly detritus
but also live plants and aquatic and terrestrial
invertebrates (Schoenherr 1974, 1977, 1981,
eerking aod Plantz 1980).
Under natural conditions Gila topminnows
were largely alone in their microhabitat,
encountering only larvae or juveniles of 1 or 2
other native fishes, none markedly competitive or piscivorous. Among these, only deseIt
pupfisb, CYP'inodon nw.ou/ari.w; Baird and

Girard, likely co-occurred throughout the year;
-75% of known locales for pupfish in Arizona
(before it also declined to endangered status)
also supported topminnows. Pupfish were far
rarer than topminnows. Only 12 samples at 8
locales were known before 1930 (Fig. 1; including the undescribed Monkey Spring pupfish, Cyprinodon sp.) compared with about 50
collections at approximately 20 sites for topminnows. Although physical separation between
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the species is minimal in shallow water, interactions are rarer in deeper habitats since pupfish remain near the bottom while, as implied
by its common name, the topminnow is near
the surface.
Distribution and Abundance
Under natural conditions Gila topminnows
must have expanded in geographic range and
population size during wetter times of maximum habitat connectedne~s. As habitats diminished and fragmented with drought, most populations could only have been progJ'essively
reduced in size and then destroyed, until the
'-pecies was ultimately isolated into a few
remaining oases fed by reliable subterranean
water sources. The strategy worked because
dispersal barriers vanished; topminnows then
could again repopulate as soon as dry channels
resumed their flow. Predispositiou to exploit
such a transient system through life-history
and habitat-selection traits included rapid population expansion. A biological "incentive/' a

benefit to dispersing individuals despite danger of death from desiccation, was more food
or some other factor reflected in greater repro-

ductive output (e.g., higher fitness) as demonstrated by Constantz (1976, 1981). Not all
individuals left the oases. Those that remained
traded high risk with high profit in temporary
waters for low-risk, low-profit survival in small,
permanent habitats, thereby ensuring individual (and thus species) persistence.
Original topminnow environments were

vastly different from those of today. Historically, precipitation ran more slowly off intact
watersheds, and a larger proportion entered
tbe waler table. Violent floods were less frequent Ground\vater percolated downslope to
fill floodplain alluvium and promote reliable
baseflows in surface streams. Stream channels
were geomorphically more complex, substrates
more diverse and well sorted, and pools were
common 1 scoured near tree roots, fallen logsl
boulders, and banks, or bebind beaver dams.
Stream courses were scarcely or only locally
incised. Riparian vegetation included gallery
forests, dense sbrublands, and riverine marshlands. Water temperature was ameliorated both
in summer and winter by groundwater exchange
and shading from riparian plants. In addition,
no major predators other than fish-eating birds
and invertebrates harassed or preyed on adult
topminnows and ate their young.
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Thermal Ecology
The Gila topminnow tolerates high water
temperatures in summer (Heath 1962) and
withstands most winter cold expected at low
elevations in the Gila River basin. Nonetheless, its northern latitudinal and upper altitudinal distributional limits are apparent functions of winter water temperatures. This is no

revelation since the Gila River basin is the
northernmost penetration of this tropical genus

(Rosen and Bailey 1963).
Low temperatures also inflnence the topminnow other than at the periphery of its geographic range. On 6-10 December 1978, nighttime air temperatures in much of the species'
range fell to or below -6.0°C (Anonymous
1979, Jones 1979), nearly 10° lower than in a
"normal" yem: Such a freeze, if lasting more
than 12-20 consecutive hours, proves catastrophic to many wann-aclapted Sonoran Desert
plants, including, among others, some life
stages of saguaro cactus (Cereus giganteus),
shrubs (bursage, Ambrosia spp.), trees (palo
verde, Cercidium spp.), aod other organisms
as well. Such events occur only sporadically
(Bowers 1980).
On 11 December 1978, I found a few hundred dead topminnows in shallow, ice-covered

prevalent) where Gila topminnows were collected, 10 (67%) were at or within a few kilometers of groundwater-fed mm'shlands or
known spring inflows (in part, Hendrickson
and Minckley 1985), and all but 1 of the 6
northernmost sites were associated with ther-

mal springs. The exception was Ash Creek
(Jennings 1987), where I know of no springs,
although that stream flows into San Carlos
River, which enjoys a number of thermal inputs.
Only 1 of 10 sampling sites where topminnows
were absent in collections during the smne
time period was near a known, major groundwater inflow.
Statistics on translocated stocks show simi-

lar trends, although these data clearly are
biased since spring-fed habitats (due to permanency) lacking mosquitofish (or other introduced predators) were selected for stocking.
Sixteen (89%) of 18 populations that persisted
3-20 yr were in springs or spring-fed habitats.
Only 48 (30.6%) of 157 places where translocation failed were at or near springs or in

spring- or marshland-associated creeks, while
109 (69.5%) were where thermal amelioration
either was not noted or seems unlikely (personal observation and Weedman and Young
1997).

backwaters of Cienega Creek, Arizona. A thermometer was not available. A few (lOs of individuals) were dead in flowing watm; and fewer
moribund, scarcely mobile fish could be forced
from shoreline beds of plants. Upstremn, near
a discrete spring inflow and groundwater
seepage, lOs of active individuals were con-

now comprise insurmountable barriers to fish

centrated where ice was absent and water was

dispersal among isolated islands of suitable

3.0--5.0°C warmer to touch. In the smne stremn
in winter 1990, which was not exceptionally
cold, Simms and Simms (1992) recorded substantial declines in topminnow abundance at 8
sites (they reported no dead fish), but not at
another site near a spring inflow. Additionally,
seasonal fluctuations in population size in the
constant-temperature Monkey Spring (-26°C;
Constantz 1976) were small compared to those

habitat. Even where connectedness remains,
stream channels are incised and shorelines are
unsuitable for survival. Groundwater tables
are lowered by channel incision and further

yet by groundwater pumping. Removal of sub-

in more variable environments (Schoenherr

sion, or other means (McNatt 1979).

1974, Constantz 1976, Meffe 1983a).
It is not known whether populations at
warmer sites were maintained

by immigration

toward springs (if physically possible) or recruitment through in situ reproduction, or if

declines elsewhere reflected mortality from
factors other than cold. Nonetheless, of 15
pre-1930 locales (before mosquitofish were

Human Impacts
The tenuous existence of Gila topminnows
has been worsened by other human interventions. Dams, diversions, other water-control

structures, and long, dry reaches of stream

surface water for agriculture or other purposes
results in dried springs as well. Moreover,
springs and other artesian outflows are often
"improved" by capping, impoundment, diverEven where surface water persists, stream

baseflows often are reduced to a mere trickle,
flowing over barren sand and gravel, distantly
bordered by vertical banks, and suffering rapid
heating and cooling due to exposure, low volume, and reduced groundwater exchange.

Riparian vegetation is physically disrupted by
floods or dies as water tables are lowered too
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deeply for roots to reach during drought. Flash
flood, are more common due to rapid runoff
from denuded watersheds, and the power of
flooding is concentrated downward as water

invaded." Courtenay and Meffe (1989) emphasized that mosquitofish most readily establish in
disturbed habitats, but they did not quantily

rises vertically against cut banks. Both erosive
and sediment·carrying capacity are greater
with increased velocity in constrained chan-

to have survived throughout their natural range
after the major disturbance (to the human eye)
of regional arroyo cutting in the 1890s (Hastings 1959, 1963, Cooke and Reeves 1976) until
mosquilofish appeared 30 yr later. Also, periodic flooding, often touted as a major negative

nels, and transport of large sediment loads
homogenizes bolloms so pools are fewer and
mOre transient.
FUrthermore, mosquilofish and other nonnative species persLc.;t and flourish in altered or
artificial habitats such as livestock watering
ponds, from whence they invade natural habitats, including formerly dry reaches of streams.
Finally, public health agencies stock both natural and artificial waters for mosquito control
as soon as surface waters reappear. Whatever
the circumstances, piscivorous nonnative species
appear to intercept dispersing topminllow5

and reduce their odds of survival to recolonize. A few inst.mces where topminnows disappeared and did not reappear although mosquitoesh were not recorded may be attributable to such interceptiun, but also may result
from interdiction by physical barriers.
TOPMINNOW-MosQUITOFISH
COEXISTENCE

Both field and laboratoT)' evidence confirms that mosquitofish predation decimates
Gila topminnow populations. The exotic has
achieved an almost cosmopolitan distribution
throughout and beyond former topminnow
range (Fig. 2). Of natural topminnow stocks
that persist (Table 1, Figs. 1, 3), 5 remained
isolated from mosquitofish as of 1995-96, 2
seem to be disappearing under stress from thc
exotic, 3 have shared habitat lilT a number of
years, and another (discovered in 1994; Table
1), also contaminated by mosquitofish, has

their contention. Yet, Gila topminnows Seem

disturhance, is tolerated by native topminnows

but selects against mosquitofish (Melle 1985,
Mincklcy and Meffe 1987).
In Redrock Canyon (Table 1), an area of
long-term coexistence (Rinne ct a1. 1980, Stefferud and Stefferud 1995, Weedman and Young
1997), both species persist in rock pools and
other depressions (often spring-led) within
and adjacent to erosive, high-gradient channels. GiJa topminnows are consistently more
abundant for a few months after 1I00ds, uutil
mosquitoHsh reinvade from livestock ponds
upstream and rebound to dominance. Post·
flood enhancem.ent of Gila topminnow popula-

tions has been similarly documented in Sharp
Spring (Meffe 1983a, 1985) and for related
Yaqui topminnows in Black Draw, Arizona
(Calat and Robertson 1992). If lIoods are frequent enough, they may thus provide a "hedge"
against extinction of the native,
Coexisl:enee also may be favored if habitat
!jize and heterogeneity allow spatial segrega-

tion (Melfe 1985). This hypothesis is based
mostly in theory and on long-term LOO-OCCurrences in the upper Santa Cruz River, Sonoita
Creek, and Redrock Canyon. It also is possi-

ble, however, that the Hrst 2 are occupied only
sporadically, reiovaded after extirpation by
fish from elsewhere (Minckley et aI. 1977), and
do not represent actual, long-teml syntopy.
Those in the mainsb'eam Santa Cruz may be
augmented or reestablished after extirpation

appeared only since wastewater disposal recreated permanent habitat in the Santa Cruz
River. What allows coexistence in these last 4

Sprin!!: where Sharp Spring Hsh were introduced and established. Sonoita Creek also

areas?

could receive migrants from Fresno Canyon

Physical Influences
Long-term coexistence ha' long been aUTibtlted to habitat leatures. Meffe et aI. (1983)
implied disturbance as a factor in topminnow
disappearance; e.g., they"", .. persist in undis-

turbed habitats allopatric with mosquitofish,
and decline or disappear where the exotic has

from Sharp Spring and/or adjacent Heron

and its tributary Coalmine Canyon. The "new"
\\-'aStewater-inbabiting stock in the Santa Cruz
River (in a reach mostly dry in the past and
not then supporting any resident fishes; un-

published data) must have collle from upstream
in the Santa Cruz or Sonoita Creek, or both.
It also is possible that unknown stocks are
involved.
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'nlhIe 1. General description and status of natural populations of Gila lopminnow in the United States, based on
Weedman amI Young (1897) and original datu; localities are indicated by numhers in Figures 1 and 3. The year in parentheses is when monitoring was last accomplished; statements of conservation status set in boldface type refer to that
visit.

1.

Sharp Spring (1995):

low~volumc

flow through

6.

Sonoita Creek (1996): permanent reach in intermittent stre.am subject to flooding, bottoms sandi
gravel, with some backwatcrs and pool-like habi.tats
nem" ohstructions; topminnow abundant, occurring
with native Iongfin dace, desert sucker (Pantosl:eus
clarki [Baird and Girard!), introduced mosquitofish, and 1 or more species of introduced cyprinid,
centrarehid, and ictalurid fishes.

7.

Fresno Canyon (lH96): stream smaller but similm' to
6. above; topminnow present along with introduced
centrarchids.

8.

Coalmine Canyon (1996): strcam smaller hut similar
to 6, above; topminnow abundant along with
longfin dace and rare introduced centrarchid,

H.

I..ower Santa Cruz River (1990): relatively swift

heavily vegetated channel, -0.5 km long, isolated
ii'om Santa Cruz River except in Hood; topmiul1ow

greatly outnumbered by mosquitohsh, most
common in extreme springhead.
2.

3.

4.

S.

Upper Santa Cruz River (1996, topminnow 1a.st
taken] 993): heavily vegetated stream channel,
commonly intermittent, with cut banks alternating
with vegetated shorelines; subject tu flood se'our;
topminnow occurs sporadically; consistently rare
and often absent ii'om collections (see also Minckley
et al. Hl71), perhaps extirpated.
Monkey Spring (1995): warm, const<mt-volume discharge changed little in past 30 y1' (see, howevcJ;
Minckley ct ttl. 1991); topminnow the only fish
present in headspring and outlet, the former with
a livestock exdosure.
Cottollwo{ld Spring (1990): warm, constant-volume
dischw'ge inside livestock exclosure; Hows through
short run into Sonoita Creek; topminnow the only
fish present in springhead and run, sometimes
occurring with native longfin dace (Agosia chryso.
gastel' Girard) in creek, which is intermitlent or
sometimes dry.
Hcdroek C,myon, separated for sampling into
Jihlls/Cate Spring (1995) and Cott lank drainages
(1996); typicully intermittent channels suhje--et to
Hooding, with small pools and streamside
sprin!-,:s/seeps; topminnow rare along with longfin
dace at former, abundant: with mosquitofish at latter; population sizes of both livehearers and presence of piscivorous centrarchid fishes variable.

Biological Factors in
Habitat Use
Also related to water quality are springhead
occurrence and persistence of topminnows
along with apparent exclusion (despite apparently ready access) of mosquitofish, Western
mosquitofish and the related G. speciosa penetrate only into the lowermost spring runs
within their native ranges (Hubbs 1995), parts
of which surround a number of other endemic
gambusias restricted to springheads in lexas,
New Mexico, and northern Mexico. Except
under human-altered conditions (Hubbs 1957,
1971), mosquitofish do not move upstream to
replace these spring-specialized gambusias.
Huhbs and Springer (1957) even hypothesized
a scenario of origin in which invading mosquitofish stopped short of springheads, resulting in
isolation of progenitors of the endemics. Based

channel over sand bottom; topminnow present and
common at 3 of 4 sites in a 5.0~ to 6,O-km reach,
occurring with longfin dace and desert sucker;
mosquitofish taken in 1994,

10.

Cicnega Creek (199S): permanent stream similar to
locale 6, above; topminnow present along with
lcmgfin dace and Gila chub (Gila intennedia
[Gimrd]).

11.

Bylas Springs (1997); 3 small springs (5-1, $-2, 5-3),
originally flowing through narrow, heavily shaded,
vegetated channels into marsh or directly into Gila
Hiver; 8-3, from which aU topminnows were extir·
pated, recentIy renovated, modified, and topminnow stock from S~l (retaill(~d in an artificial
refugium) reintroduced ill 1998; 8-2 renovated in
1996 (mosquitofish successfully removed),
modified, and original topminllow successfully
reestablished.

on today's examples (Marsh and Minckley
1990), topminnows share with these endemic
gambusias an ability to live in springheads and
the inability to cope with mosquitofish.
As fish habitat, springs have long presented
a dilemma. Despite a signifieant number of
western fishes depending for existence on
springs or spring-fed environments (Meffe
1989), not many kinds consistently occupy the
immediate areas in which subterranean waters
rise to the surface. \Ve rarely know why one
succeeds in such places while another species
fails (Courtenay and Melle 1989, Hubbs 1995).
A few springhcads are simply too warm or
present some other, insurmountable physiological ehalleuge such as low dissolved oxygen
(Sumner and Sargent 1940, Hubbs and Hettler
1964, Hubbs ct al. 1967). Yet, most seem quite
hospitable, at least to human senses. It seems
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likely that springheads presellt one or more
chronic extremes too severe over the long term
for some species to succeed (e.g., constancy
may exdude anirnaJs requiring thermal change
for gonads to mature). Springhcclds most often
are occupied by a single fish species, sometimes endemic, and often locked into the hahi·
tat by a specialization like stenothermy.

Some spring-inhahiting fishes may. in contrast, be equally capable of living elsewhere,
often under apparently harsh conditions.
Examples include pupfishes (genus CypJ'illodon), some thriving equally as well in highly
£luctuating habitats as in splings. Most of these
ta'\a. despite their toleranc"es, avoid other fishes
and tend to remain aHotopic in particular
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habitats marked by constancy (as in springs) or
severity (high temperatures, hypersalinity, etc.),
excluding all but themselves. Gila topminnows
in the Gila River hasin may be one of the last
group, living for millennia as part of a depau-

perate aquatic biota essentially free of piscivores or even species in similar habitats, which

may be reflected in their present susceptibility to predation (Meffe 1983a, 1985). In rivers
of Mexico, Gila and Sanaran toprninnows have

dealt successfully over evolutionary time with
larger fish faunas. Thus, their as-yet-unknown
responses to mosquitonsh (introduced in
~ I978; Hendriekson et al. 198I) are imporhmt to document
Mosquitofish seem more suited to habitats
less constant than springs (see papers in Meffe
and Snelson 1989) and survive under conditions of extreme variability, though not so
severe as those tolerated by pupfishes. Unlike
many springhead-inhabiting taxa, however,
mosquitofish evolved and commonly occur
where ubiquitous, predatory fishes are diverse

and abundant. They also can spread quickly
through artificial and natural habitats alike, so
long as forces such as floods (Minckley and
MeHe 1987) or environmental constancy do
not intmfere.

the largest existing topminnow population in
the United States and where mosquitofish
have not yet been detected.

An Unexplored Option
Another alternative perhaps pertinent to
coexistence was examined by Hubbs (1991,
1992, 1996), who discovered that some western mosquitofish do not cannibalize their young,
while others do. Non-cannibalistic individuals,
if introduced and established in Arizona, might
ignore young topminnows as well. Mosquitofish in Arizona almost certainly are of many

different origins and times of stocking, and so
bemgn stocks might be present, even though
the single population tested (Hubbs 1992) was
cannibalistic.

An Alternative Hypotheses
It seems more than coincidence that a large
proportion of past and present topminnow
localities are positioned at or near some form

of groundwater inflow. I hypothesize that prolonged or extreme winter cold historically contributed and presently contributes to population
extirpations, except in places where ground-

water exchange or otber factors ameliorate local
water temperatures. Gila topminnow, like

In light of all this, another plausible expla-

many other taxa with tropical and subtropical

nation for occasional toprninnow-mosquitofish
coexistence is that the native can recognize,

affinities, may be unable to survive prolonged

occupy, and persist in springlike places within
streams. Springs in stream bottoms are not
exceptional, and extremely local conditions
could give topminnmvs enhanced benefits (e.g.,

sufllciently deter mosquitofish success) for survival. Such refugia could exist where hoth fishes
co-occur in the upper Sante'1 Cruz River, flowing in a broad valley with a high water table

and springs; Redrock Canyon, receiving groundwater in at least 6 places (Rinne et al. 1980,
Stefferud and Stefferud 1995); andlor Sonoita
Creek below Patagonia Lake (Fig. 3). In the
last area the 2 fishes occupy borrow pits and
channels downstream from an artificial reservoir. Permanency results from groundwater inflow (partially reservoir seepage) and enhanced

stability below the dam. Floods are bypassed
via a spillway (in part), and tlwrmal variability
is reduced by seepage, both simulating headspring conditions. As noted before, springs
and seeps from banks and marshlands also are
common along Cienega Creek, which supports

"dnter cold. Coupled with otller human-induced
stresses, lack of cold resistance potentially
leads to extirpation of northern, higher-altitude, and other unprotected stocks. As briefly
reviewed above for Sonoran Desert plants,
numerous examples of cold limitation are

obvious in latitudinal and altitudinal distributional gradients, and fishes are no exception.
DISCUSSION AND SYNTHESIS

Most terrestrial organisms recognize few

barriers to dispersal and redistribute readily
after population reductions. Fishes, absolutely
restricted to water in linear systems \.vith varying connectedness, and especially so in arid
lands, may require more time or special conditions to recolonize. Thus, in other than the few
places vvith permanent, relatively warm water

throughout their geographic range in the Gila
River watershed, Gila topminnows in the past
lived "from feast to famine," with highly variable population size and geographic range.
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Historic conditions no longer exist and will
likely not be reattained. The following interpretations of past conditions ,we integrated with
today's realities of reduced water supplies,
barriers to dispersal, rnosquitoHsh, and other
factors acting against long-term topminnow
survival in nature.
An Ecological Scenario

'rhe original, widespread djstrihution of the
Gila topminnow in the Gila River basin (Fig. 1)
must have depended on dispersal from secure
refugia in times of abundant surface water,
ma'Ximal habitat connectedness, and moderate
winter temperatures. The fish is small and
does not require high-volume hahitats, deals
readily with variations in chemical and physical environment, and has generalized food
habits; few piseine predators \;vere originally
present. lts high reproductivc potential with
stored sperm and superfetation allowcd 1 or a
few females, each potentially inseminated by
more than 1 male, to reliably establish more
stocks with more genetic variability than possible by most other Hshes. Rapid maturation of
young assisted local stocks, perhaps the progeny tram a single female, to expand rapidly
up- ~U1d downstream. Fish dispersing to exploit
food, space, or other resourccs in tcmporary
habitats enjoyed greater reproductive success
and accelerated the dispersal process despite
greater individual risk incurred by leaving safer
refugia. More sedentary fish provided insurance for individual and species survival by remaining in or near the most permanent oases.
Expanded populations then were destroyed,
progressively due to extended drought or
abruptly by sudden winter cold, again leaving
isolated remnants. Magnitude of extirpation
depended on severity of conditions. But by
then the period of connectedness had allowed
stocks to mix among refub>ia, ensuring mainteIlance of genetic diversity and reducing effects
of bottlenecks accrued from earlier cvents.
New individuals or their distant progeny also
reattained some original refl1gia, mixing with
progeny of individuals that stayed home. And,
alternatively and in addition, other fish finding
new groundwater-fed habitats survived there.
Under natural conditions, one way or anothCl;
assnrances existed that future ofE~pring were
available to disperse when conditions again
were right.
-

<_.-
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Possible Substantiation
Significant genetic divergences among
today's fragmented topminnow stocks (Monkey, Sharp, and Bylas springs, Cienega Creek;
Fig. 3), attributed mostly to differentiation in
isolation by Parker et aJ. (1998a, 1998b), alternatively may reflect genetic variation derived
from elsewhere and accumulated in refugia
through repeated cycles of immigration. Thus,
maintenance of diversity may be relatively
high due to random immigration of dillerent
genotypes into each suhpopulation, resulting
over repeated cycles in an accumulated genetic
variability (Birky et aJ. 1989). 11' this is correct,
topminnows spreading from various rcfi.lgia
under pristine conditions mixed their genomes
in "good" times. DiHerentiation among stocks
arose through alleles accumulating from elsewhere and bottlenecks (Chakraborty and Nei
1977). In new and old reftlgia alike, divergence could be relatively high or low depending on source(s) and number(s) of founders. A
few individuals could increase the level of
apparent differentiation (Maruymna and Kimura
1980), and many or a few founders each from a
numher of sources eould cause it to decrease
(Slatkin 1977). A combination of these 2 processes, driven repeatedly by weather, resulted
in today's apparent conditions. At a given
moment in time, genetic or demographic equilibrium may seem minimal; averaged over a
longer term, both likely exist.
In places like Monkey Spring, isolated by a
snbstantial banier (Mincklcy ct aJ. 1991), unidirectional gene flow allowed diflcrentiation
in allotapy; Monkey Spring fish are gcncticaJly
unique among 4 populations studied thus f~1r
(Parker et aI. 1998a. 1998b). They average 0,(,2
private alleles per locus (sensu Slatkin 1985)
tor 5 polymorphic microsatellite loci cornpared
with 0.14, 0.15. and 0.25 in :1 less isolated
stocks (Bylas and Sharp springs. Ciencga Creek).
Genes from iVlonkey Spring nonetheless passed
dmvnstrcam to be assimilated and transferred
among other stocks, as indicated in part by the
reciprocals (shared alleles) in the above data
(0.86, 0.85. and 0.75 shared loci, respectively).
More variation is expected in the refugia least
isolated fi'om up- or downstream habitats into
which dispersal occurs and from which fish
potentially return.
This Blight be tested by examining existing
populations throughout Sonoita Creck and
Santa Cruz Hiver (Campoy-E 1996, Weedman
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and Young 19D7). I predict they arc genetically
similar to existing stocks in known refugia.
And if not, I can always rationalize fililure of
the prediction hy advocating extinction (or
presence) of unknown stocks. Such a situation
may he analogous to that of razorback suckm;
Xyrauchen texaniiS (Abbott), in the Colorado
River basin, where highest genetic variability
is concentrated dov./Ustream, again concordant
\vith greatest population stability, and has
apparently not yet redistributed upstream following fur colder condit.ions of the last period
of glaciation (Dowling et ai. 1996).
In conclusion, patterns of expansion and
contraction of geographic range through linear
stream habitats are common for aquatic organisms during wet and dry seasons and in wet
versus dry years. These patterns may be ex~
tended to far longer time scales for species
such as topminnows and desert pupHsh (Dunham and Mincklcy 1998) under arid land conditions, or native trouts (Rinne and Minckley
1985), the last isolated as relicts in headwaters
on cool regjonal highlands by the hot, dry surroundings of today. If a refuge is sutBciently
reliable to protect it (from either a cold desert
night or from glacial or interglacial epochs), a
lineage may survive to provide individuah:
potentifJly available to disperse and breed with
individuals from other reflJgia, repopulating
,,,hole drainages when conditions allow. It must
have happened repeatedly through climatic
cydes at both geologic and eeolof,ric time scales.
If not, the available alternatives wore to evolve
in isolation into a new form(s) or disappear.
ApPLICATIONS TO MANAGE},fENT

If this scenario of dispersal-~;.cxtirpation
'-"'redispersal-~etc. approaches rcality, human
intervention has alrcady been so disruptive
that it may not be relevant to the modern day.
In translocation-site decisions, however, considering thermal relations might result in
grcater success, and other interpretations from
the anecdotal record may also be significant in
furthering species maintenance.
I question a recommendation by Simons et
al. (1989) to create what has comc to be called
management units, to preserve "at least one
representative lineage from each of the 4 geographic areas in Arizona" (Monkey Spring,
Sharp Spring, Bylas Springs, and Ciencga
Creek). Moritz (1994) dcflned management
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units genetically as "diverged in allele frequency and significant for conservation in that
they represent populations connected by such
low levels of gene flow that they are functionally independent" This may be true if toelav's
human-created barriers 1.0 natural disper~al
are considered significant, hut it ,vas certainly
not the case under historical conditions when
topminnmvs and many other ,~'estern American stream fishcs evolved and lived. FurtheJ~
perhaps excluding the differentiated Monkev
Spring popnlation (Parker et ai. 1998a, 1998b),
the "evolutionary signiHcant unit" (\Vaples
1995) for topminnows :in the Gila River system
is the whole population (or mctapopulation),
not its component parts, and it should be managed accordingly. For further discussion, alternative views, and citations relevant to conservation genetics of Gila topminnow, sce Cardwell et al. (1998), Hedrick and Parker (1998),
and Parker et aJ. (1998a, 1998b).
The f()llowing snmmarizes the 4 major disruptions that must be overcome to prevent
extinction of the Gila topminnow, each followed by brief management recommendations
that, ,,\Then combined, could result in recovery
of the species:

Ii'
, ) Present-day and potential future

eonnect~

edness are greatly reduced or nonexistent,
not only during drought but also in wetter times due to diversion and drying of
whole rivers (e.g., lower parts of the Gila,
Santa Cruz, ancI Salt rivers mainstems)
and many lesser watercourses as ,vell.
Topminnow can no longer s\vim from
"point A to point B." Individuals therefore must be translocated directly. bv,
managers.

(2) Most refuge has been destroyed (through
groundwater removal) or rendered inaccessible (through disrupted connections
and see bfilow) to recolonization by dispersing topminnows. Existing natural
rehlgia (hath natural and reestablished)
must therefore be protected at all costs
and remaining stocks kept at appropriate
size and genetic quality. Artificial refugia
and translocated populations also must be
established and maintained, likely in perpetuity.
Ecological information indicates a pattern of dispersal from refuge in "good"
times and retreat into refuge in '''bad''

1999]

times. This pattern must be fe-created
periodically through direct transfers,
"vhich further involve acceptance of local
extirpation countered by active and con~
tinned movement of individuals from
less-than-permanent places back to reliable refugiu by managers, to mimic the
species' natural ecology. :Monkey Spring
fish should he maintained without influx
of genes from other populations, but
allmved to contribute to other stocks.
(4)
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Even if refllgia remain present or are
established and connectedness can in
some way he reestablished, intervening
habitats now harbor mosquitofish and
other predators that interdict and devour
dispersing topminnows and their progeny. This requires elimination, exclusion,
or eflective management against offending species. They must be eliminated
from refugia and their nearby populations
controlled to minimize the probability
and fi'equeney of invasion.
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